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1. Introduction 
 
First we must decide, which database models should we use to store semi-structured data (i.e., 
XML documents) and to execute queries on that data.  
There are three possible alternatives: 
 

��special-purpose database systems (Lotus Notes is an example commercial product) 
 
��object-oriented database systems. (This approach was implemented in commercial 

systems like O2 or Objectsore) 
 
��(standard) relational database systems. In this approach, XML data is mapped into 

tables of a relational schema and queries posed in a semi-structured query language 
are translated into SQL queries. (Oracle and Microsoft are currently building tools to 
facilitate this approach). 

 
It is still unclear which of these three approaches is going to find wide-spread acceptance.  
In theory, special-purpose systems should work best, but it is going to take a long time before 
such systems are mature and scale well for large amounts of data.  
Likewise, the current generation of object-oriented database systems is not yet mature enough 
to evaluate queries on very large databases.  
Relational database systems are mature and scale very well, and they have the additional 
advantage that in a relational database XML data and traditional (structured) data can co-exist 
making it possible to build applications that involve both kinds of data with little extra effort. 
Relational databases,  however, have been built to support traditional (structured) data and the 
requirements of processing XML data are vastly different from the requirements to process 
such traditional data.  
 
The data structure of XML documents is modelled by a tree [W3C 2000a].  
The following example will show, which kind of problems may occur, if we use a relational 
database system to store XML documents. 
 
XML Example [3]: 
 
 <person, id = 4711> 
  <name> Lilly Potter </name> 
  <child>  

<person, id = 314> 
    <name> Harry Potter </name> 

   <hobby> Quidditch </hobby> 
   </person> 
  </child> 
 </person> 
 <person, id = 666> 
  <name> James Potter </name> 
  <child> 314 </child> 
 </person> 
 
 



Already with the construction of a graph some questions arrive, e.g.: 
 

- is the sequence of objects and its attributes important ? 
- should one differentiate between objects and attributes ? 
- how model IDREFs ? 

 
      0 

     * 
 
    person      person 
       
     
    * 4711    * 666 
 
         name         child child   name 
 
 
  Lilly Potter  *    James Potter 
 
        person 
 
     *   314 
 
      name    hobby 
 
 
        Harry Potter     Quidditch 
 
 
Name Age Child Hobby 
Harry Potter 12 NULL ? 
James Potter NULL ? NULL 
Lilly Potter NULL ? NULL 
 
By setting up a tables for that graph, one has to answer further questions and solve some 
problems:   
 

- NULL values that waste storage space 
- How to save a multi-valued attributes (e.g. several hobbies)?  
- What to do, if a new element is added (e.g.. address) ? 

 
In the following, a description of different approaches to store XML documents in a relational 
database system is given. 
 
 
 



2. Approaches to designing database schemas for XML documents. [5] 
 
There are two approaches to designing database schemas for XML documents, as follows. 
 

��Structure-mapping approach: Database schemas represent the logical structure (or 
DTDs if they are available) of target XML documents.  
In the structure-mapping approach, a database schema is defined for each XML 
document structure or DTD. 

 
��Model-mapping approach: Database schemas represent constructs of the XML 

document model. In this approach, a fixed database schema is used to store the 
structure of all XML documents.  

 
2.1 Structure-mapping approach [4] 
 
In the paper of Shanmugasundaram et al. it is described an approach to design database 
schema based on detailed analysis of DTDs. 
 
Since DTDs can be very complex, one tries first to simplify a DTD or to find an equivalent 
DTD. 
Note that it is not necessary to be able to reconstruct a DTD from the generated relational 
schema. Requirements for generated relational schema are:  

(a) any document conforming to the DTD can be stored in the relational schema, and  
(b) any XML semi-structured query over a document conforming to the DTD can be 

evaluated over the relational database instance. 
 
Transformations to �simplify� DTDs 
 
In his work Mr. Shanmugasundaram presents three groups of such rules:   
 

flattening transformations  
convert a nested definition into a flat representation (i.e., one in which the binary 
operators �,� and �|� do not appear inside any operator) 

 
(e1, e2)* -> e1*, e2* 
(e1, e2)? -> e1?, e2? 
(e1 | e2)  -> e1?, e2? 

 
simplification transformations  
reduce many unary operators to a single unary operator 
 
e1** -> e1* 
e1*? -> e1* 
e1?* -> e1* 
e1??-> e1? 

  
grouping transformations  
group sub-elements having the same name 

 
 ..., a*, ..., a*, ... -> a*, ... 
 ..., a*, ..., a?, ... -> a*, ... 



 ..., a?, ..., a*, ... -> a*, ... 
 ..., a?, ..., a?, ... -> a*, ... 
 ..., a, ..., a, ...    -> a*, ... 
 
 In addition, all �+� operators are transformed to �*� operators. 
 
So if we have an element specified as  <!ELEMENT a ((b|c|e)?,(e?|(f?,(b,b)*))*)>,  where b, 
c, e and f are other elements, we can transform it to <!ELEMENT a (b*, c?, e*, f*)>. 
Of course we have lost some information about relative orders of the elements, but 
fortunately, this information can be captured when a specific XML document is loaded into 
corresponding relational schema (e.g., by position fields in the tuples representing some of the 
elements.)  
 
Converting a simplified DTD to a DTD graph. 
 
In order to simplify the solve of complications with set-valued attributes and recursions was 
introduced DTD graph. A DTD graph represents the structure of a DTD. Its nodes are 
elements, attributes and operators in the DTD. Each element appears exactly once in the 
graph, while attributes and operators appear as many times as they appear in the DTD. 
 
For example, if we have a DTD 
 

<!ELEMENT paper  (papertitle, autor*, relatedpaper*)> 
<!ELEMENT autor (firstname?, lastname)> 
<!ELEMENT relatedpaper paper> 
<!ATTLIST autor autorid ID #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT papertitle (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT firstname (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT lastname (#PCDATA)> 

 
a corresponding DTD graph would look like this: 
 
                 paper 
 
 
       * 
        papertitle       * 

autor         
    

            relatedpaper 
         ?                              

 
            firstname    lastname  autorid 
 
Cycles in the DTD graph indicate the presence of recursion. 
 
 
Converting a DTD graph to a relational schema. 
 
The schema created for a DTD is the union of the sets of relations created for each element.  



In order to determine the set of relations to be created for a particular element, one create a 
graph structure called the element graph.  
 
The element graph is constructed as follows: 
 

Do a depth first traversal of the DTD graph, starting at the element node for which we 
are constructing relations. 
 
Each node is marked as �visited� the first time it is reached and is unmarked once all 
its children have been traversed. 
 
If an unmarked node in the DTD graph is reached during depth first traversal, a new 
node bearing the same name is created in the element graph.  
In addition, a regular edge is created from the most recently created node in the 
element graph to the newly created node. 
 
If an attempt is made to traverse an already marked DTD node, then a backpointer 
edge is added from the most recently created node in the element graph to the most 
recently created node in the element graph with the same name as the marked DTD 
node. 
 

The element graph for the autor element is follows:  
 
               autor 
 
     

         ?                    
 
            firstname    lastname   autorid 
 
 
Intuitively, the element graph expands the relevant part of the DTD graph into a tree structure. 
 
The Basic Inlining Technique 
 
 The Basic Inlining Technique solves the fragmentation problem by inlining as many 

descendants of an element as possible into a single relation.  
 

However relations for every element are created because an XML document can be 
rooted at any element in a DTD.  
Thus the autor element would be mapped to a relation with attributes firstname and 
lastname. In addition, relations would be created for firstname and lastname. 

 
 

Given an element graph, relations are created as follows.  
A relation is created for the root element of the graph. All the element�s descendents 
are inlined into that relation with the following two exceptions:  

1) children directly below a �*� node are made into separate relations � this 
corresponds to creating a new relation for a set-valued child; and  

2) each node having a backpointer edge pointing to it is made into a separate 
relation � this corresponds to creating a new relation to handle recursion. 

 



The relational schema that would be generated for the DTD of paper is follows:  
 

paper (paperID: integer, paper.parentID: integer, paper.papertitle: string) 
papertitle (papertitleID: integer, papertitle: string) 
autor (autorID: integer, autor.parentID: integer, autor.firstname: string, 
autor.lastname: string, autor.autorid: string) 
relatedpaper (relatedpaperID: integer, relatedpaper.parentID: integer, 
relatedpaper.paper.papertitle: string, relatedpaper: string) 
firstname (firstnameID: integer, firstname: string) 
lastname (lastnameID: integer, lastname: dtring) 

 
There are several features to note in the schema.  

o Attributes in the relations are named by the path from the root element of the 
relation.  

o Each relation has an ID field that serves as the key of that relation. 
o All relations corresponding to element nodes having a parent also have a 

parentID field that serves as a foreign key.  
 

Note that if the one author has many papers, then the author information will be 
replicated for each paper because it is replicated in the corresponding XML 
documents. 
Another disadvantages of Basic Inlining Technique are the large number of relations it 
creates and redundancy.  

 
The  next technique attempts to resolve these problems. 

 
The Shared Inlining Technique 
 

The Shared Inlining Technique attempts to avoid the drawbacks of Basic by ensuring 
that an element node is represented in exactly one relation.  
The principal idea behind Shared is to identify the element nodes that are represented 
in multiple relations in Basic (such as the firstname and lastname elements in the 
example) and to share them by creating separate relations for these elements. 

 
We must first decide what relations to create.  
In Shared, relations are created for all elements in the DTD graph whose nodes have 
an in-degree greater than one. These are precisely the nodes that are represented as 
multiple relations in Basic.  
Nodes with an in-degree of one are inlined.  
Element nodes having an in-degree of zero are also made separate relations, because 
they are not reachable from any other node.  
As in Basic, elements below a �*� node are made into separate relations. 
Finally, of the mutually recursive elements all having in-degree one (such as paper 
and relatedpaper), one of them is made a separate relation.  

 
Once we decide which element nodes are to be made into separate relations, it is 
relatively easy to construct the relational schema. Each element node X that is a 
separate relation inlines all the nodes Y that are reachable from it such that the path 
from X to Y does not contain a node (other than X) that is to be made a separate 
relation. 

 
 With the Shared Inlining approach we create follow relational schema: 
 



paper (paperID: integer, paper.isroot: boolean, paper.parentID: integer, 
paper.papertitle: string) 
autor (autorID: integer, autor.isroot: boolean, autor.parentID: integer, 
autor.firstname: string, autor.lastname: string, autor.autorid: string) 
relatedpaper (relatedpaperID: integer, relatedpaper.isroot: boolean, 
relatedpaper.parentID: integer, relatedpaper.paper.papertitle: string, 
relatedpaper: string) 

 
One striking feature is the small number of relations compared to the Basic schema. 
Inlining an element X into a relation corresponding to another element Y creates 
however problems when an XML document is rooted at the element X. To facilitate 
queries on such elements we make use of isRoot fields. 

 
Basic Inlining Technique performs better in one important respect � reducing the 
number of joins starting at a particular element node.  

 
The Hybrid Inlining Technique 
 

The Hybrid Inlining Technique, or Hybrid, is the same as Shared except that it inlines 
some elements that are not inlined in Shared.  
In particular, Hybrid additionally inlines elements with in-degree greater than one that 
are not recursive or reached through a �*� node. Set sub-elements and recursive 
elements are treated as in Shared. 

 
So far, we have implicitly assumed that the data model is unordered, i.e., the position of an 
element does not matter. Order could, however, be easily incorporated into our framework by 
storing a position field for each element. 
 
 
 
 



2.2 Model-mapping approach 
 
There are many alternative approaches that can be used to store an XML document in a 
relational database.  
The starting point of these approaches is a graph which represents the XML document. 
The main difference between these approaches is what kind of objects in that graph we choose 
to save. But even after that choice we have a lot of different meaningful ways to realize a 
mapping scheme, by determining which tables to create in the relational database, which 
indices to construct, and in which tables to store objects. 
 
 
2.2.1 Storing of nodes and/or edges [1] 
 
The graph used in the paper of Florescu and Kossmann to represent XML document is a  
directed 
labelled graph in which the nodes model objects and the outgoing edges of an object model 
the attributes of the object.  
Edges are labelled with attribute names.  
Each object has a unique identifier and each internal object has a set of attributes.  
In addition, the leaves in this graph are labelled with data values. 
 
If we have a  fragment of XML document such as  
 

<person, id = 113> 
  <name> PersonName </name> 
  <edge>  25 </edge> 

 <email> PersonName@in.tum.de </email > 
 <email> PersonName@gmx.com </email> 

 </person> 
 
a corresponding (sub)graph looks like this: 
 
      
     * 
 

             person 
 
 
                    * 
              
                         id            edge        name          email 
 
         email 
     113    25        PersonName    PersonName@in.tum.de   
 

PersonName@in.tum.de 
 
 
The Edge Approach 
 

The simplest scheme is to store all attributes in a single table called Edge table, that 
has the following structure: 

7 

28



 
Edge (source, ordinal, label, flag, target) 
 
 source � unique (internal) number of source-node 
 ordinal � number used to recover all attributes of an object in the right order 
 label � the name of the attribute 
 flag  � indicates whether target is an inter-object reference or points to a 

value  
 
 The Edge table for our example shows follows: 

 
Source Ordinal Label Target 

    
7 1 person 113 
28 1 id 113 
28 2 edge 25 
28 3 name PersonName 
28 4 email PersonName@in.tum.de   
28 5 email PersonName@in.tum.de 

 
 

The bold faced numbers in the target column means that it is ID of the target 
objects.  
The italicised entries in the target column refer to representations of values.  
 

According to opinion of Florescu and Kossmann, there are two most useful indices for 
this table: 
 
 {source} - for forward traversals (such as reconstruct specific object); and  
 

{label, target}- for backward traversals (e.g, if we have a parent-child relation 
in XML document a processing of queries like �find all objects that have a 
child named John� can be optimised) 

 
A simple variant of the Edge approach is to store the attribute names in a separate 
table. That variant reduces the size of the database, but it significantly increases the 
cost of query processing because the {name, target} index can no longer be 
established, thereby slowing down backward traversals dramatically in some cases.  

 
 
Attribute Approach (Binary Approach) 
 
 In this approach all attributes with the same name are grouped into one table. 

Conceptually, this approach corresponds to a horizontal partitioning of the Edge table, 
using name as the partitioning attribute.  

 
Thus, there are as many Attribute tables will be created as different attribute names in 
the XML document, and each Attribute table has the following structure: 

 
Aname (source, ordinal, flag, target)  

 
  



The tables for our example are as follows: 
 
  Person Table 

Source Ordinal Target 
   
7 1 113 

 
  Id Table 

Source Ordinal Target 
   

28 1 113 
 
  Edge Table 

Source Ordinal Target 
   

28 2 25 
 
  Name Table 

Source Ordinal Target 
   

28 3 PersonName 
 
  Email Table 

Source Ordinal Target 
   

28 4 PersonName@in.tum.de   
28 5 PersonName@in.tum.de 

 
 
The indices must be created for every Attribute table. Useful indices are follow: 
 
 {source} - for forward traversals; and  
 

{target} - for backward traversals  
 
 
 
 



Universal Approach 
 

In  this approach a single Universal  table will be generated to store all attributes of an 
XML document. This table have separate columns for all attribute names that occur in 
the XML document. Conceptionally, this Universal table corresponds to the result of 
an outer join of all Attribute tables.  

 
If  n1;� ; nk are the attribute names in the XML document, the structure of the 
Universal table is as follows: 
 
Universal (source, ordinaln1, flagn1, targetn1,  . . ., ordinalnk , flagnk, targetnk) 

 
Our example shows the instance of the Universal table is as follows: 
 

Source ordpers targpers ordid targid ordedge targedge ordname targname ordemail targemail 
           
7 1 113 NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL 
28 NULL NULL 1 113 2 25 3 PersName 4 PersonName@in.tum.de  
28 NULL NULL 1 113 2 25 3 PersName 5 PersonName@in.tum.de

 
 Main disadvantages of Universal table are: 

o many fields which are set to null, and  
o a great deal of redundancy 

 
Indices for Universal table: 

 
{source} - for forward traversals; and  

 
{target ni} - for backward traversals (separate for all target columns ni) 

 
 
Normalized Universal Approach 
 

This approach, called UnivNorm approach, is a variant of the Universal table 
approach. The difference between the UnivNorm and Universal approach is that multi-
valued attributes are stored in separate Overflow tables in the UnivNorm approach. 
For each attribute name that occurs in the XML document a separate overflow table is 
established.  
This way, there is only one row per XML object in the UnivNorm table and that table 
is normalized.  

 
The structure of the UnivNorm table and the Overflow tables is as follows: 

 

 Universal (source, ordinaln1, flagn1, targetn1, ..., ordinalnk, flagnk, targetnk) 
 Overflow n1 (source, ordinal, flag, target), ..., Overflow nk (source, ordinal, flag, target) 
 
 

If an attribute is single-valued, the flag field indicates whether the attribute refers to 
another object or a value. 
If the attribute is multi-valued, the flag field is set to �m� to indicate this fact.  
If the object has not got an attribute with that name, the flag field is naturally set to 
null.  



 
 With UnivNorm approach the following tables are created: 
 
 UnivNorm 

Source ord pers flagpers targpers � targname ordemail flagemail targemail 
         
7 1 - 113 � NULL NULL NULL NULL 
28 NULL NULL NULL � PersName 4 M NULL 

 
 

      Overflow email  

Source Ordinal Target 
   

28 4 PersonName@in.tum.de  
28 5 PersonName@in.tum.de 

 
 
 Indices are created for both UnivNorm table and for all Overflow tables: 
 

{source} - for forward traversals; and  
 

{target ni} - for backward traversals (separate for all target columns ni) 
 
 
Other Mapping Schemes 
 

There are, of course, many other mapping schemes conceivable. 
There are even many variants and combinations of the above presented mapping 
schemes conceivable;  e.g., a  hybrid approaches such as establishing Attribute tables 
for frequent attributes and storing all the other attributes in an Edge table, or inlining 
small values (e.g., integers) and storing large values (e.g., text) in separate value 
tables.  
 
One example is Selective Outer Joins of Attribute tables: as a compromise between the 
Attribute and Universal approach, it is possible to, say, store child and hobby attributes 
in separate Attribute tables and to store name, age, address in a single, combined table; 
that is, to use a single table Aname_Aage_Aaddress instead of the individual Attribute 
tables.  
This approach is, of course, attractive if most objects that have a name also have an 
age and an address, if each of these attributes only occur once per object, and if 
queries that involve these objects typically ask for two or all three of these attributes.  
 



2.2.2 Path based approach (with relative numbering of sub-elements) [2] 
 
The principal idea of the work of Mr. Bayer is relative enumerating of all elements in XML 
document along two dimensions: 

- sub-elements with different names, and 
- sub-elements with the same names 

 
If we have an XML document such as 
 
 <telephonbook> 
  <person> 
   <name> PersonName </name> 
 
   <telephon> 
    <type> privat </type> 
    <number> 089-12345 </number> 
   </telephon> 
 
   <telephon> 
    <type> handy </type> 
    <number> 0179-67890 </number> 
   </telephon> 
  </person> 
 </ telephonbook> 
 
the numbering of elements would look like 
 

1                                            2 
 0 telephonbook 
      1 person *   1 
  1 name   PersonName 
  2 telephon * 
      1 type   privat    handy 
      2 number  089-12345    0179-67890 
 

where �*� stand for arbitrary integer, if an element may many times occur in its  scope  
 

 
The correlation between a paths and surrogate numbers are as follows: 
 
 0   telephonbook 

1   person *   1 
 1.*.1   person*/name   
 1.*.2   person*/telephon* 

1.*.2.*.1 type 
1.*.2.*.2 number  
 

 
 
 
 



All this information can be composite in a single table 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note that Surrogate correspond to Attribute-Path 
 
It is possible to save many XML documents with the same schema in a single table. For 
purpose to differentiate a documents a field Did (Document ID) is used. 
 
It means that each XML document can be described with a triple (Did, Attr-Path, Value) 
 
For optimisation it is meaningful to divide this single table into two: 
 
 (Attr-Path, Surrogate, Type)  
 
 (Did, Surrogate, Value)

Surrogates Attr-Path Values 
   
0 telephonbook  
1.1.1 person[1]/name PersonName 
1.1.2.1.1 Person[1]/telephon[1]/type privat 
1.1.2.1.2 Person[1]/telephon[1]/ number 089-12345 
1.1.2.2.1 Person[1]/telephon[2]/type handy 
1.1.2.2.2 Person[1]/telephon[2]/ number 0179-67890 



2.2.3 XRel: A Path-Based Approach [5] 
 
2.2.3.1 Data Model for XML Documents 
 
In the paper of Yoshikawa et al. the data model of XPath was employed [World Wide Web 
Consortium 1999] to represent XML documents.  
It is assumed that XML documents are guaranteed to be valid or well-formed by XML 
processors.  
 
In the XPath data model, XML documents are modelled as an ordered tree. There are seven 
types of nodes.  
In that paper for the sake of simplicity are used only the following four types of nodes. For 
each type of node, there is a way of determining a string-value for a node of that type. Some 
types of node also have an expanded-name.  
Document order is defined among all the nodes in the document, and corresponds to the order 
in which the first character of each node occurs in the XML document.  
Reverse document order is simply the reverse of the document order. 
 
The four used node types are: 
 

� Root node: The root node is the root of the tree. The element node for the document 
element is a child of the root node.  
The string-value of the root node is the concatenation of the string-value of all text 
node descendants of the root node in document order. 
 

� Element nodes: There is an element node for every element in the document. An 
element node has an expanded-name, which is the element type name specified in the 
tag. Element nodes have zero or more children.  
The type of each child node is Element or Text.  
The string-value of an element node is the concatenation of the string-values of all text 
node descendants of the element node in document order. 
 

� Attribute nodes: Each element node has an associated set of attribute nodes. Note that 
the element node is the parent of each of these attribute nodes; however, an attribute 
node is not a child of the element node. Attribute nodes have an attribute name and an 
attribute value. Attribute nodes have no child nodes.  
The expanded-name and string-value of an attribute node is its name and value, 
respectively. If more than one attribute of an element node exists, the document order 
among the attributes is not distinguished. This is because there is no order among 
XML attributes. 
 

� Text nodes: Text nodes have character data specified in the XML Recommendation as 
a string-value. A text node does not have an expanded-name. Text nodes have no child 
nodes. 

 
The remaining three types of nodes are namespace nodes, processing instruction nodes, 
and comment nodes. The discussion in this paper will be extended to include these three 
 
 
 
 



So if we have an XML document 
 

<presentation  theme = �Logische (relationale) Modelle�> 
 

  <student> 
   <person> 
    <name> Mark Iampolski </name> 
    <email> mark.iampolski@in.tum.de </email> 
   </person> 
  </student> 
 
  <instructor > 
   <person> 
    <name> Donald Kossmann  </name> 
    <email> kossmann@informatik.tu-muenchen.de </email> 
   </person> 
  </instructor > 

</presentation > 
 



a corresponding graph is shown follows: 
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2.2.3.2 Database schemas for storing XML documents 
 
In the XRel approach, an XML document is decomposed into nodes based on its tree 
structure, and stored in relational tables according to the node type, with path information 
from the root to each node.  
 
One of the essential differences between this proposal and the previous research is that the 
XML tree structure is represented in terms of a combination of path and region.   

Logische (relationale) Modelle 

root 
 
element
 
attribute
 
text 
 
string-
value 

abc 

Mark Iampolski

mark.iampolski@in.tum.de

Donald Kossmann

kossmann@informatik.tu-muenchen.de



 
Basic XRel Schema 
 

Because path expressions frequently appear in XML queries, paths are used in XRel 
approach as a unit of decomposition of XML trees. For each node excluding the root 
node in XML data model instances, the information on the path from the root node to 
the node is stored.  
 
For example, the path from the root to the node 3 (and node 11, respectively) can be 
denoted as #/vortrag #/@theme (and #/vortrag #/betreuer #/person, respectively). 
 
More precisely, the path from the root node to an element (or attribute) node can be 
represented by a path expression defined by the non-terminal symbol SimplePathExpr, 
called simple path expression (of an element node or an attribute node): 
 

SimplePathExpr ::= �#/� Step | SimplePathExpr �#/� Step 
 

Step ::= NameTest | �@� NameTest 
 

NameTest ::= QName 
  
The simple path expression of a text node is defined to be the same as that of its parent 
element node.  
 
Unfortunately, simple path expressions are insufficient to restore the topology of XML 
trees, because more than one node may share the same simple path expression, and 
because precedence relationship among nodes is lost in simple path expressions.  
Hence, to preserve the precedence and ancestor/descendant relationship among nodes, 
the region of each node 
is also kept. 
 
Definition: The region of an element or text node is a pair of numbers that represents 
the start and end positions, respectively, of the node in an XML document. The region 
of an attribute node is a pair of two identical numbers that is equal to the start position 
of the parent element node plus one. 

 
 

There are two reasons to use such defined regions: 
i) the document order among attribute nodes sharing the same parent element node 

are left implementation dependent in the specification of the XPath data model; 
and  

ii) the parent element node of an attribute node can be judged by the comparison 
between the first numbers of their regions.  

 
The key idea of the storage scheme in XRel is to keep the combination of the simple path 
expression and the region of nodes in an XML tree as relation tuples, thus preserving the 
information of the topology of the XML tree and expanded-names of nodes. 
 
There are several alternative methods for representing regions, such as: 

� simply use the number of bytes counted from the beginning of document 



� use the word�s position in terms of an integer representing its orders from the 
beginning of the document (possible with additional transformations of this 
number) 

� use relative region coordinates (RRC) [Kha et al. 2001], i.e. compute a position in 
terms of the distance not from the beginning of the document, but from the 
beginning of its parent. It is useful when updates to a document occur, because 
positional information about the previous version of that document is no longer 
proper. 

 
 

For example, simple path expression and the region of some nodes can be represented as 
follows: 

node 3:   #/vortrag #/@theme (1, 1) 
node 11: #/vortrag #/betreuer #/person (242, 349) 

 
In the basic XRel schema one relational schema is created for each node type.  
A tuple in the relation for a node type represents a node of the type, and stores the simple 
path expression, the region, and some additional information including the string-value of 
the node.  
Nodes of different XML documents are stored in the same relation as long as they are of 
the same type. To distinguish such nodes, document identifiers are also stored in tuples.  
Given that there are three node types (element, attribute, and text) excluding the root, we 
create three relational schemas. 

 
When storing a large number of XML documents having the same or similar structures, 
which is typically the case when XML documents conforming to the same DTD are 
stored, a single simple path expression may appear many times in relations. To save the 
storage space, we replace simple path expressions in the three relations by path identifiers, 
and create the fourth relation which stores the pair of path identifiers and simple path 
expressions. 

 
Accordingly, the basic XRel schema consists of the following four relational schemas: 

 
Element(docID, pathID, start, end, index, reindex) 
Attribute(docID, pathID, start, end, value) 
Text(docID, pathID, start, end, value) 
Path(pathID, pathexp). 

  
 Where 
  docID   - document identifier 

pathID  - simple path expression identifier 
start  - start position of a region 
end  - end position of a region 
value  - string-value 
pathexp - simple path expression 

 
Given that the occurrence of an element node or a text node is uniquely identifiable by its 
region, the set of database attributes docID, start, and end is a key of the relation Element 
and Text.  
To identify each of the attribute nodes sharing a common parent element node, an attribute 
name is required. Given that the suffix of the simple path expression of an attribute node 



is the attribute name, the set of database attributes docID, start, end, and pathID serve as 
the key of the relation Attribute.  
 
The database attributes index and reindex in the relation Element represent the occurrence 
order of an element node among the sibling element nodes in document order and reverse 
document order, respectively.  
 
The tables created for example in this section are shown below. 
NodeID right outside of the tables Element, Attribute, and Text is not stored in the tables, 
but is presented only for reference purpose. 

 
Element 

NodeID 
 
2 
4 
5 
6 
8 
10 
11 
12 

docID pathID start end index reindex
      
1 1 0 351 1 1 
1 3 56 187 1 1 
1 4 70 173 1 1 
1 5 84 112 1 1 
1 6 119 159 1 1 
1 7 194 339 1 1 
1 8 209 324 1 1 
1 9 223 253 1 1 
1 10 260 310 1 1  14 

 
  Attribute 

NodeID 
 

docID pathID start end value 
     
1 2 1 1 Logische (relationale) Modelle  3 

 
  Text 

NodeID
 
7 
9 
13 

docID pathID start end value 
     
1 5 90 105 Mark Iampolski 
1 6 126 151 mark.iampolski@in.tum.de 
1 9 229 246 Donald Kossmann 
1 10 267 302 kossmann@informatik.tu-muenchen.de  15 

 
 
  Path 

pathID pathexpr 
  
1     #/vortrag 
2     #/vortrag#/@theme 
3     #/vortrag#/student 
4     #/vortrag#/student#/person 
5     #/vortrag#/student#/person#/name 
6     #/vortrag#/student#/person#/email 
7     #/vortrag#/betreuer 
8     #/vortrag#/betreuer#/person 
9     #/vortrag#/betreuer#/person#/name 
10     #/vortrag#/betreuer#/person#/email 



 
The key features of the basic XRel schema can be summarized as follows:  

(1) The topology of XML trees and the expanded-name of nodes are represented by 
the combination of simple path expressions and regions;  

(2) a relation is created for each node type; and  
(3) simple path expressions are extracted out in a separate relation to reduce the 

database size. 
 
The main advantage of this approach correspond to a (path-based) query processing. With this 
approach it can be performs using string matches instead of joins by many other approaches 
(if a path expression contains �//�, the number of join operations becomes up to the length of 
the longest path in the document tree. Our approach performs the same processing using 
string matches.)  
 
Variations of the Relational Schema 
 
The relational schema described above is one of the most basic. Some variations can be 
considered. 
For example, for the efficient processing of Xpath expressions, such as /books/*/title, 
containing a special symbol * which matches any element type, it will be useful to keep 
information about each node�s parent, even though information on parents are redundant. 
 



3. Mapping Values [1] 
 
The objects in this graph selected to store are objects (internal nodes of the graph), attributes 
(edges), and values (leaves). 
 
One can characterize mapping schemes along two dimensions:  

(a) how to represent attributes, and  
(b) how to represent values 

 
How to map attributes was described above. This section show two alternative ways to map 
the values of an XML document: 

1. storing values in separate Value tables;  
2. storing values together with attributes.  

 
Both variants can be used together with each mapping approach. 
 
Separate Value Tables 
 

The first way to store values is to establish separate Value tables for each conceivable 
data type. There could, for example, be separate Value tables storing all integers, 
dates, and all strings.  
The structure of each Value table would simply be as follows, where the type of the 
value column depends on the type of the Value table: 
 

Vtype (vid, value) 
 

The vids of the Value tables are generated as part of an implementation of the mapping 
scheme. 
The flag column in the other tables now indicates in which Value table a value is 
stored; a flag can, therefore, take values such as integer, date, string, or ref indicating 
an inter-object reference.  
 
Follow tables shows how this approach could be combined with the Edge approach: 
 
 Edge Table 

Source Ordinal Label Flag Target 
     

7 1 person ref 113 
28 1 id int v1 
28 2 edge int v2 
28 3 name string v3 
28 4 email string v4 
28 5 email string v5 

 
  Vint      Vstring   

Vid Value 
  

v1 113 
v2 25 



 
 
 
   

In terms of indices, it would be meaningful to index the vid and the value columns of 
the Value tables. 

 
Inlining 
 

The obvious alternative is to store values and attributes in the same tables.  
Hence, we need a column for each data type.  
Obviously, no flag is needed anymore, and a large number of null occur. 

 
Follow tables shows how this approach could be combined with the Edge approach: 

 
 

Source Ordinal Label Target 
    
7 1 person 113 
28 1 id 113 
28 2 edge 25 
28 3 name PersonName 
28 4 email PersonName@in.tum.de   
28 5 email PersonName@in.tum.de 

 
In terms of indexing there are useful to establish indices for every value column 
separately, in addition to the source and target indices. 

 
An alternative to the representation with one value column for each data type would be 
to establish a single value column that stores all values as strings, the most general 
type. In such a scheme, all values would be converted to strings (e.g., 7 would be 
represented as �7�). Such an approach, however, would make it impossible to use an 
index in order to find all objects with 5 < age < 22. 

 

Vid Value 
  

v3 PersonName 
v4 PersonName@in.tum.de   
v5 PersonName@in.tum.de 



4. Conclusion [5] 
 
The structure-mapping approach is suitable when we store a large number of XML documents 
that conform to a limited number of document structures or DTDs, and when the document 
structures or DTDs are modestly static. However, numerous sophisticated Web applications 
are based on the flexible and dynamic usage of XML. In such applications, there is a demand 
to store various kinds of XML documents  

i) the DTDs of which are not known beforehand, or  
ii) that are well-formed but do not have DTDs.  

Further, many such applications deal with XML documents the logical structure of which 
changes often.  
 
Obviously, the structure-mapping approach is inappropriate to the storage of a large number 
of such dynamic and structurally-variant XML documents. 
 
 
Among the model-mapping approach Path-Based approaches have qualitative advantage 
with regard to path-based queries: 

��no join operations are required; path-based queries are processed by using string 
matches, because every possible path expressions are stored in the databases as 
strings. 

 
Processing of queries like �find all objects that have a child named John� is solved however 
best by binary approach. 
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